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cinema 4dusers can easily create hdri environments using the hdri studio pack plugin. simply adjust the settings to match your scene’s lighting or
physical environment, and you’ll be able to render hdri scenes without the need for any post-processing. the hdri studio pack includes 70 presets for

physically based sky and clouds that are easy to customize and create. the hdri studio pack is ideal for use in both visual effects and storytelling
applications. you can preview the effect in the bundled greyscalegorilla plug-in previewer. if you want to see the effects for yourself, it can be easily
enabled in cinema 4d. just select greyscalegorilla in the effect controls and choose the greyscalegorilla preview checkbox. cinema 4d pluginenable

this greyscalegorilla plugin, and you can import the greyscalegorilla hdri maps into cinema 4d. to do this, click on the greyscalegorilla plugin options
button in the cinema 4d preferences dialog. choose greyscalegorilla as the preset you want to use, and click the create button. now that you have

read the documentation, you can test the plug-in by trying out the included demo effects. these effects are easy to customize in cinema 4d. you can
use the greyscalegorilla plugin in all the standard 3d programs, including xparticles and redshift. you can even import the greyscalegorilla hdri

maps into final cut pro. greyscalegorilla pluginenable this greyscalegorilla plugin, and you can import the greyscalegorilla hdri maps into cinema 4d.
to do this, click on the greyscalegorilla plugin options button in the cinema 4d preferences dialog. choose greyscalegorilla as the preset you want to

use, and click the create button.
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hdri haven plugins are now also
available for v-ray 3, redshift, x-

particles, and other major 3d
programs. lightmap.co.uk recently
purchased new hdri haven camera
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equipment which is capable of
capturing camera-based hdri

images. so, if you can’t buy new
hdri maps for your project, try

using the hdri haven tools for free!
i am very excited to be presenting
this new hdri plugin for you today.

i hope you enjoy it and find it
useful. we’re certainly working

hard to continue to enhance it with
features and improvements, so

check back from time to time for
new features and new additions!
the hdri studio pack 1.8 contains
16 environments with hdri's. the
hdri studio pack 1.8 contains the

best models available for your next
production. you will get your
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content quality enhanced and save
on your render time. all the images

are highly customized and
designed by professionals. more

than 16 hdri images for cinema 4d
with the hdri studio pack 1.8. the
hdri studio pack 1.8 contains the

best models available for your next
production. you will get your

content quality enhanced and save
on your render time. all the images

are highly customized and
designed by professionals. now

you can use a wide range of hdri
textures on your render. the plugin

you are using is the familiar
greyscalegorilla name you can use.

enjoying the very powerful
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rendering is a very special feature
of this plugin that will allow you to
see a preview of your project in a

very short time. 5ec8ef588b
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